It cannot be fear of personal infection, for that the nurse in a general hospital faces daily in the outpatient department, but it is rather the isolation from her friends and consequent dulness which is dreaded.
Not that the principles of disinfection are understood, the fever nurse is unlikely to carry danger to those outside the walls, and the dulness is after all only comparative. There is plenty to do, and plenty to learn, and a library, tennis court, and piano make a nurse's life in a good isolation hospital much more agreeable than is imagined by those acquainted only with the outside of the walls. PREMATURE 
PROMOTION.
Among so many instances of indifference to the needs of sick paupers on the part of boards of guardians all over the country, it is cheering to find that the Bradford Board of Guardians have refused to sanction the appointment as charge nurse of the female wards of an insufficiently trained woman. The report of the Nursing Staff Committee, laid before the board the other day, stated that Nurse Lee had been promoted to this responsible position, and that following upon the appointment two nurses were reported for insubordination and required to resign their posts.
One of the Guardians remarked that Nurse Lee was only a probationer in the workhouse, and had been placed over the heads of nurses of wider training and experience j he moved that the matter be referred back to the committee for further consideration.
Nurse Lee not long since had complained to him of the insufficiency of the training she was receiving at the workhouse. The amendment was finally carried by the casting vote of the chairman.
SMALL-POX AT GLOUCESTER.
Gloucester is paying a heavy price for the crass ignorance of its inhabitants, which for many years past has made that city an anti-vaccinationist centre. There were three terms in the year, beginning on January 1st, May 1st, and September 1st. At the end of three months the examination took place, which, I think, occupied about a week. Then there was a distribution of the certificates, a final lecture from the Vorstand, and addresses from both the Protestant minister and the Catholic priest on the dutie3 and responsibilities of the profession these pupils were about to take up. Especially they were instructed as to the baptism of the infants, which they were expected to arrange for ere they gave up the charge of any paiient, or to perform themselves in a decent and reverent manner in case of a babe being in immediate peril of death, and no minister at hand. Leave-takings over, a fortnight's vacation was the rule before the next set of learners arrived. This gave time for a thorough cleaning of the hospital, and the care of the patients was left to the residents and two or three of the pupils who were considered to want a little more training in practical details.
The routiue of our daily instruction during term was as follows. There was a large lecture hall, which was called the theatre, and in this we assembled three times a day. The first lecture was always given by the "Herr Doctor" himself. Punctually at eight a.m. his quick steps were heard, and after he had made the round of the wards, where he found all the pupils who had patients under their charge waiting to give their report and receive orders (always, however, given through the resident midwife, and not direct to the pupils), he came into this hall, followed by his train of learners. We sat in a semicircle, each with our " lehrbuch " or manual in hand, out of which we read in rotation, every woman the same paragraph. This theatre was furnished with a large number of diagrams hung on the walls, a sufficiency of leathern dummies, and a female skeleton, besides a variety of separate bones. It was on the skeleton that the pupils took their first lesson, and until they knew the framework of the fcuman body in all its divisions and most of its details they were not taught anything about its organs or functions ; and I think about three weeks elapsed before we got on to the subject of childbirth. I shall say more about the manual later. Now, I want to point out that, though it was very simple in its language and clear in method, the teacher took nothing for granted, but explained it and every word of our day's lesson as we went on, making certain of every step ere he allowed us to take another. Questioning, illustrating, scolding by turns, his rapid eye gaugiog the ability and the attention of each, this learned professor bent his whole miud to the task he had undertaken, and this hour was most carefully prepared for by all the women, though it was not the most dreaded. 
